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SERIAL KILLER STORIES VOLUME 5: William Bonin And Alexander
Pichushkin - 2 Books in 1 Featuring... *William Bonin
*Alexander Pichushkin 2 Great Books in 1! William Bonin
America: home of the free, land of the brave. Thousands of
screaming fans pack into baseball games, football (not
soccer!) stadiums, and rock concerts. Americans like loud
music, fast cars, and women with more plastic in them than
the cutlery they use at Fourth of July picnics. But America
has another claim to fame. Killers. Sure, the rest of the
world has turned in some iconic killers, from Jack the
Ripper to Osama Bin Laden. But killers and serial killers,
in general, are as American as apple pie. The F.B.I.
theorizes that there are anywhere between twenty-five and
fifty serial killers active in the United States of America
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at any given time. They each murder an average of three
people per year, and are active sometimes for decades. The
F.B.I. goes on to clarify that a serial killer is defined as
having killed two or more people in separate events and
times. These arent crimes of passion, where someone murders
someone during an argument, or after catching their lover in
bed with someone else. These are planned and calculated with
a cold-blooded efficiency that reminds one of black-eyed
sharks, slicing silently through the water to ambush their
prey. With all of that said, it appears as though the golden
age of American serial killers is over. That crime has
steadily fallen since the 1970s and 1980s. Sure theyre still
around, men and (a few) women who take life after life with
their knives and guns, but gone are the days of Bundy, Gacy,
and their ilk. Well take a look at one more, one not
everyone is familiar with, but a man who carved a bloody
path through multiple years as the 70s gave way to the 80s.
His name was William Bonin, and they called him The Freeway
Killer. Alexander Pichushkin Born into a poor family in a
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cramped apartment in forgotten Moscow suburb Alexander
Pichushkin would achieve something that none of his
contemporaries in the Konkovo District would ever manage.
His actions between 1992 and 2006 ensured that his name
would go down in history. To some he is the Bitsevsky Park
Maniac. To others he is the Chessboard Killer. To the people
he grew up with he is Alexander Sasha Pichushkin an ordinary
boy who would become one of Russias most feared serial
killers. After his father left Alexander Pichushkin grew up
in a single parent family. Initially a shy child a
playground accident turned him into an angry young man,
unable to control his temper. This event also helped to turn
Pichushkin into an outsider. As the child became
increasingly unhappy his mother, Natasha, ran out of
options. It was then that her father, Alexander Pichushkin's
grandfather, stepped in. For the next few years Pichushkin
lived with his grandfather and learnt how to be a man. He
also learnt how to play chess and drink vodka. After the
death of his beloved grandfather and loyal pet dog
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Pichushkin found himself to be increasingly isolated. By now
he was once again living in a cramped apartment with his
mother and half-sister. During this period Pichushkin took
to drinking heavily and looking at pornography. Itis
reported that he also found enjoyment in scaring the young
children who played in the nearby Bitsevsky Park. A few
months after his 18th birthday Alexander Pichushkin
committed his first murder, brutally killing a school
friend, Mikhail Odichuk. Despite investigating the police
did not have enough evidence to charge Pichushkin so he was
allowed to go free. This is the true story of these brutal
events, which later earned Pichushkin the label 'The
Chessboard Killer'.
William Bonin: the True Story of the Freeway
KillerHistorical Serial Killers and MurderersCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
“Rigor mortis had set in by the time police arrived,”
Special Prosecutor Tony Clayton told the jury, watching
their eyes as they viewed the photograph of the bloodied arm
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of Geralyn Barr DeSoto. Geralyn’s clenched fist, frozen in
death away from her body, held her secret. “Geralyn was
trying to tell us something. She was telling us how hard she
fought. She was telling us who her killer is. ‘Right here,’
she said. ‘Right here I have the killer. Just open my hand.
Just open my hand, and you’ll know who did it to me.’” Two
months later: “Charlotte Murray Pace fought from one room of
that apartment to the other,” Prosecutor John Sinquefield
told jurors as they blinked tears away. “She clawed, she
hit, she fought. As her young, strong heart pumped its last
blood out of the holes he cut out of her, she fought. And in
the fight, he took her life, her body. But he could not take
her honor. She preserved her honor by the way she lived and
the way she died. That fight is not over, ladies and
gentlemen of the jury. Charlotte Murray Pace has brought her
fight to you.” These crimes are vividly depicted in this
first comprehensive book about Derrick Todd Lee. I’ve Been
Watching You—The South Louisiana Serial Killer dramatically
tells the story of Lee’s life and follows the timeline of
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his reign of terror over South Louisiana. Readers will
become intimately acquainted with the seven victims who have
been linked to Lee by DNA, along with the frustrated
investigators who could not catch this diabolical killer.
This recounting also details the murders of ten other women
who were not connected by DNA, but whom these authors
believe should be included on the list of Lee’s victims due
to strong circumstantial evidence. There are many unanswered
questions regarding these series of killings. How did Lee
find his victims, and why did he choose them? Why didn’t the
Multi-Agency Homicide Task Force believe he was the killer
when his name was brought repeatedly to its attention? What
evil possessed him to rape and murder so many women? All of
these questions are answered as I’ve Been Watching You
journeys for more than a decade through the small towns and
swamps of South Louisiana to create a graphic accounting of
Lee’s vicious rapes and homicides. I’ve Been Watching You
vividly paints the portrait of this monster and the
beautiful women who died as a result of his twisted
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compulsion to kill.
Lawrence Bittaker and Roy Norris, the Toolbox Killers,
brought a level of terror that changed the way people
carried out their daily lives. It was a time of innocence in
California, where young girls could walk the streets or
hitchhike along the freeways without a care or concern for
their own safety, day or night. But that innocence and trust
were to be shattered as five girls made the fatal mistake of
accepting a ride from Bittaker and Norris.What started as a
chance meeting in prison of these terrible men resulted in a
murder spree that was planned right down to the finest
details. They knew the type of victims they wanted, how they
were going to abduct them, and what they were going to do to
them. And they did everything they could to make their
depraved fantasies come true.This true crime book includes
chapters that explore the psychological make-up of these
killers, and factors that may have influenced their twisted
minds. How could these men inflict such horrific pain and
suffering on their victims, and get away with it until five
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victims are left dead and scattered in a desolate canyon?
What would have happened if Bittaker and Norris had never
met?These famous serial killers were organized and sexually
sadistic, and were responsible for some of the most
horrendous true murders involving unimaginable torture in
history. This is one of those true crime stories that will
make you question humanity, and look twice at those who live
among us.
Violence and the American Interstate
The Shocking True Story of Serial Killer William Bonin
The True Story of the Torso Killer: Historical Serial
Killers and Murderers
Born to Kill
The Serial Killer Cookbook
Joseph Paul Franklin
The Toolbox Killers
Robert Berdella: the True Story of the Kansas City Butcher
Joel Rifkin trolled the streets on Manhattan and Long Island under the cover of
night, searching for a way to ease the intense urges he couldn't deny. Prostitutes
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were his targets, and though some he allowed to live, there were many who were
much less fortunate.Dismembered bodies were soon discovered, but nobody
could identify who was responsible for such despicable acts of murder and horror.
Until, one night while Rifkin was disposing of his 17th victim, he was finally
caught.One of the most famous serial killers, Rifkin has shared some of his
thoughts and feelings about the crimes he committed, yet he too still questions
why he felt the way he did. He is perhaps one of the most interesting American
serial killers to date, and his true crime stories are among the most
disturbing.There have been few New York murders committed by serial killers,
including Rifkin and the Long Island Serial Killer. Rifkin was at one time
considered a suspect in the case of the Long Island Serial Killer, and this true
crime book discusses his opinions of who the killer could actually be.If you are
passionate about true crime serial killers, then you will absolutely enjoy this
book. Of all the serial killer books out there, this one delves into the controversy
surrounding the death penalty, and discusses whether monsters like Rifkin should
be executed or allowed to live their days out in prison, when they stripped that
opportunity from the innocent victims they slayed.
Find out about one of the most heinous serial killers in the USA's history, his way
of operating, murders and what happened to him afterward. Randy Steven Kraft,
a Southern California man who appeared to be a normal computer programmer,
spent his evenings seeking hitchhikers and unsuspecting bar hoppers for sadistic
thrills that only he enjoyed. He is Southern California's most prolific serial killer,
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and possibly the most prolific serial killer in the modern United States. His 'kill
list' a.k.a. as the scorecard has a total of sixty-five murders on it, but some claim
he may have murdered as many as one hundred people - or even more. Randy
Kraft killed many innocent men, and he's currently paying for his heinous crimes
on death row in California's San Quentin State Prison. The authorities may never
know how many people Kraft actually killed. Scroll back up and grab your copy
today!
Bring your love of true crime into the kitchen with meals ranging from the bizarre
(a single unpitted black olive) to the gluttonous (a dozen deep-fried shrimp, a
bucket of fried chicken, French fries, and a pound of strawberries), inspired by
Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy, and other notorious death row inmates. The perfect
gift for murderinos and true crime fans, The Serial Killer Cookbook: Last Meals
pairs serial killer trivia with the recipes of the meals these killers ate during their
final hours. With full-color photos, chilling true crime facts, and easy-to-follow
steps, you’ll be cooking up killer meals in no time. This collection of recipes is
both delicious and surprising, and spans breakfast staples to indulgent desserts,
including: Seared Steak, Hash Browns, Toast, and Fried Eggs (given to but not
eaten by Ted Bundy, serial killer) Chicken Parmesan and Alfredo Pasta (eaten by
Ruth Snyder, murderer) Justice, Equality, and World Peace (eaten by Odell
Barnes, murderer) Mac and Cheese (eaten by Gustavo Julian Garcia, murderer)
And much more!
"After the suicide of Vernon Butts, a freeway killer who was housed in the Los
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Angeles County men's jail, the Los Angeles Mental Health Department was
determined to keep the Los Angeles serial killers alive. Vonda Pelto, a
psychologist, was selected for the task. Vonda's assignment was to meet with the
serial killers daily and prevent them from harming themselves. Without Remorse
traces Vonda's surreal experience as she balanced a family life while spending
her days with such notorious killers as Kenneth Bianchi (Hillside Strangler) and
William Bonin (Freeway Killer) among others. During those years she developed
personal relationships with these men and recorded her observations."--BOOK
JACKET.
Two-faced Russian Monster
The Randy Kraft Story
The Serial Killer Files
The Candy Cards
Historical Serial Killers and Murderers
The Shocking Story of Dean Corll
A Deadly Rape, Torture and Murder Duo
Deadly Women Volume 12
There is little more terrifying than those who hunt, stalk and snatch their prey under the cloak of darkness.
These hunters search not for animals, but for the touch, taste, and empowerment of human flesh. They are
cannibals, vampires and monsters, and they walk among us. These serial killers are not mythical beasts with
horns and shaggy hair. They are people living among society, going about their day to day activities until
nightfall. They are the Dennis Rader's, the fathers, husbands, church going members of the community. This
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A-Z encyclopedia of 150 serial killers is the ideal reference book. Included are the most famous true crime
serial killers, like Jeffrey Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy, and Richard Ramirez, and not to mention the women
who kill, such as Aileen Wuornos and Martha Rendell. There are also lesser known serial killers, covering
many countries around the world, so the range is broad. Each of the serial killer files includes information on
when and how they killed the victims, the background of each killer, or the suspects in some cases such as the
Zodiac killer, their trials and punishments. For some there are chilling quotes by the killers themselves. The
Big Book of Serial Killers is an easy to follow collection of information on the world's most heinous
murderers.
The “extraordinary” true story of the St. Louis, a German ship that, in 1939, carried Jews away from
Hamburg—and into an unimaginable ordeal (The New York Times). On May 13, 1939, the luxury liner St.
Louis sailed from Hamburg, one of the last ships to leave Nazi Germany before World War II erupted.
Aboard were 937 Jews—some had already been in concentration camps—who believed they had bought
visas to enter Cuba. The voyage of the damned had begun. Before the St. Louis was halfway across the
Atlantic, a power struggle ensued between the corrupt Cuban immigration minister who issued the visas and
his superior, President Bru. The outcome: The refugees would not be allowed to land in Cuba. In America,
the Brown Shirts were holding Nazi rallies in Madison Square Garden; anti-Semitic Father Coughlin had an
audience of fifteen million. Back in Germany, plans were being laid to implement the final solution. And
aboard the St. Louis, 937 refugees awaited the decision that would determine their fate. Gordon Thomas and
Max Morgan Witts have re-created history in this meticulous reconstruction of the voyage of the St. Louis.
Every word of their account is true: the German High Command’s ulterior motive in granting permission
for the “mission of mercy;” the confrontations between the refugees and the German crewmen; the suicide
attempts among the passengers; and the attitudes of those who might have averted the catastrophe, but
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didn’t. In reviewing the work, the New York Times was unequivocal: “An extraordinary human
document and a suspense story that is hard to put down. But it is more than that. It is a modern allegory, in
which the SS St. Louis becomes a symbol of the SS Planet Earth. In this larger sense the book serves a greater
purpose than mere drama.”
Patrick Wayne Kearney had a grudge. The American serial killer had been small and scrawny as a kid, and his
classmates bullied him mercilessly. As a result, Kearney took his rage out on young men who either made the
mistake of hitching a ride with him or catching his eye at a gay bar or bathhouse. In the process, he became
one of the most prolific serial killers in California history. This serial killer biography goes behind the scenes,
exploring the background that led to Kearney's horrific acts as well as the swath of death that the man who
would become known as the Trash Bag Killer would carve across California. In the world of true crime
murder, Kearney was a monster who preyed upon unsuspected boys and young men, and after they were
dead, he used their bodies for sexual satisfaction before dismembering them and bagging them neatly up in
industrial-size garbage bags. With the innocent looks of an accountant, Kearney seemed like a normal guy, if
you didn't hear the gunshots - or happen to look out your window while the serial killer was taking out the
trash. In the 1970s, this serial killer had California on edge. Today, Kearney's true crime story will have you
on the edge of your seat, wondering how one man could so easily conjure up the devil and bring him so
dreadfully to life.
Among the annals of American serial killers, few were as complex and prolific as Joseph Paul Franklin. At a
gangly 5'11, Franklin hardly looked imposing, but once he put a rifle in his hands and an interracial couple in
his cross hairs, Joseph Paul Franklin was as deadly as any serial killer. In this true crime story you will learn
about how one man turned his hatred into a vocation of murder, which eventually left over twenty people
dead across America. Truly, Franklin's story is not only that of a true crime serial killer, but also one of racism
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in America as he chose Jews, blacks, and especially interracial couples as his victims. Joseph Paul Franklin's
story is unique among serial killers biographies because he gained no sexual satisfaction from his murders and
there is no indication that he was ever compelled to kill. But make no mistake about it, by all definitions;
Joseph Paul Franklin was a serial killer. In fact, the FBI stated that Franklin was the first known racially
motivated serial killer in the United States: he planned to kill as many of his perceived enemies as possible in
order to start an epic race war across the country. An examination of Franklin's life will reveal how he became
a racially motivated serial killer and the steps he took to carry out his one man war against the world. Open
the pages of this book to read a disturbing story of true crime murder in America's heartland. You will be
disturbed and perplexed at Franklin's murderous campaign as he made himself a one man death squad,
eliminating as many of his political enemies that he could. But you will also be captivated with Franklin's
shrewdness and cunning as he avoided the authorities for years while he carried out his diabolical plot!
Voyage of the Damned
Die For Me
A Shocking True Story of Hope, Betrayal, and Nazi Terror
Stories from the Mind of a Death Row Prisoner
The Horrific True Story Behind the Sunset Strip Slayers
William Bonin: the True Story of the Freeway Killer
The Horrifying and True Story of Joel the Ripper
An encyclopedia of the serial killer phenomenon addresses the
historical, psychological, social, and cultural aspects of such
criminals and their crimes, providing more than one hundred individual
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profiles of serial killers.
The Freeway Killer: The Socking True Story of Serial Killer William
Bonin America: home of the free, land of the brave. Thousands of
screaming fans pack into baseball games, football (not soccer!)
stadiums, and rock concerts. Americans like loud music, fast cars, and
women with more plastic in them than the cutlery they use at Fourth of
July picnics. But America has another claim to fame. Killers. Sure,
the rest of the world has turned in some iconic killers, from Jack the
Ripper to Osama Bin Laden. But killers and serial killers, in general,
are as American as apple pie. The F.B.I. theorizes that there are
anywhere between twenty-five and fifty serial killers active in the
United States of America at any given time. They each murder an
average of three people per year, and are active sometimes for
decades. The F.B.I. goes on to clarify that a serial killer is defined
as having killed two or more people in separate events and times.
These aren't crimes of passion, where someone murders someone during
an argument, or after catching their lover in bed with someone else.
These are planned and calculated with a cold-blooded efficiency that
reminds one of black-eyed sharks, slicing silently through the water
to ambush their prey. With all of that said, it appears as though the
golden age of American serial killers is over. That crime has steadily
fallen since the 1970's and 1980's. Sure they're still around, men and
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(a few) women who take life after life with their knives and guns, but
gone are the days of Bundy, Gacy, and their ilk. We'll take a look at
one more, one not everyone is familiar with, but a man who carved a
bloody path through multiple years as the 70's gave way to the 80's.
His name was William Bonin, and they called him The Freeway Killer.
"How that man was able to go out to that storage shed, time after
time, and bury one more dead boy is something I'll never understand.
You get close to evil like that, no matter how long ago it was, and it
never leaves you." Detective David Mullican, recollecting the Houston
Mass Murders, April 2011 During the early 1970s, more than three dozen
teenage boys went missing from the working-class neighborhood of
Houston Heights, in the south of Texas. The parents of a number of
these boys received strange postcards from their sons, telling them
that they were fine and that they had found jobs somewhere else in the
state, anywhere from Dallas to Austin. Then, in August 1973, the
Houston Police Department made a shocking discovery; something that
would later become known as the Houston Mass Murders. After further
spine-chilling investigations, the police found that prior to the
murders, in the late 1960s, a young man by the name of Dean Corll had
been handing out free candy to teenagers in Houston Heights. This man
- who was vice-president of his mother's candy company - was described
by fellow residents as gentle, friendly and well-mannered. They
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couldn't have been more wrong... The Candy Cards is the shocking true
story of Dean Corll, a.k.a. The Candy Man, one of the deadliest serial
killers in American history. Robert Browns thrilling account of this
chilling story will have readers draw into to this story as much as
any page turning crime thriller. Disclaimer: The material in this
publication has a strong adult theme and is intended for an adult
audience. Reader discretion is advised.
The prostitutes working New York City's Times Square were more than a
little bit nervous. A deranged serial killer who apparently melted
into the crowd was picking up hookers and sadistically torturing them,
leaving some girls wondering if there was a real-life Dr. Frankenstein
out there attempting to create his own personal plaything from pieces
of his dismembered victims. Some working girls were butchered in seedy
hotel rooms, their heads, hands or breasts sliced off, their remains
then set ablaze in an effort to dispose of any incriminating evidence.
Others narrowly escaped death, but only after enduring hours of
terrifying torture that included brutal bite marks, surface knife
slashes and stab wounds that all served as bloody foreplay for
frenzied sexual assaults. Survivors were found bleeding and delirious,
unable to remember much due to the cocktail of drugs they'd been given
by their assailant. But their bodies told a horrific story that was
almost worse than death, and the sadistic calling cards left by the
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serial killer would eventually tie together victims in this true crime
murder spree that crossed two states. It wasn't until one victim's
screams grew loud enough that Richard Cottingham, an American serial
killer who was part narcissist, part sadist and all evil, was finally
caught by police as he fled his hotel room carrying his bag of torture
devices. His capture allowed them to close the books on some of the
most horrific murder cases in U.S. history. This serial killer
biography not only unearths Cottingham's sick, twisted crime spree, it
also delves into the murderer's psyche, attempting to reveal why an
insurance company IT guy's seemingly normal life would devolve into
madness. Among true crime stories, Richard Cottingham's is
particularly brutal, and will likely make you look twice at your own
coworkers, and wonder what sick secrets they might be keeping.
The Five
Flyboys
The True Story of Andrei Chikatilo
Inside the Minds of the World's Most Notorious Murderers
Richard Cottingham
Joel Rifkin
Killer Clown
A True Story of Marriage, Betrayal and Murder
"We've all got the power in our hands to kill, but most people are afraid to use it. The ones
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who aren't afraid control life itself."--Richard Ramirez Ten years after the murder spree that
left thirteen people dead and paralyzed the city of Los Angeles with fear, his name is
synonymous with Satanism, torture and sadistic murder. Yet despite the sensational nature
of his crimes, no one has ever been able to tell the complex story of the killer whose
seductive, brooding looks still draw women like moths to a flame--a man millions call the
devil himself. Until Now. . . Painstakingly researched over three years, based on nearly one
hundred hours of exclusive interviews with Richard Ramirez on California's Death Row, The
Night Stalker is the definitive account of America's most feared serial murderer. From
Ramirez's earliest brushes with the law to his deadliest stalking expeditions to the
unprecedented police and civilian manhunt that resulted in one of the most sensational
trails in California history, The Night Stalker is an eerie and spellbinding descent into the very
heart of human evil. It is more than epic nonfiction at its brutally real-it is a true crime
masterpiece.
True crime meets cultural history in this story of how America s interstate highway system
opened a world of mobility and opportunity . . . for serial killers. Starting in the 1950s,
Americans eagerly built the planet s largest public work: the 42,795-mile National System
of Interstate and Defense Highways. Before the concrete was dry on the new roads, however,
a specter began haunting them: the highway killer. He went by many names: the
Hitcher, the Freeway Killer, the Killer on the Road, the I-5 Strangler, and the
Beltway Sniper. Some of these criminals were imagined, but many were real. The
nation s murder rate shot up as its expressways were built. America became more violent
and more mobile at the same time. Killer on the Road tells the entwined stories of
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America s highways and its highway killers. There s the hot-rodding juvenile delinquent
who led the National Guard on a multistate manhunt; the wannabe highway patrolman who
murdered hitchhiking coeds; the record promoter who preyed on ghetto kids in a city
reshaped by freeways; the nondescript married man who stalked the interstates seeking
women with car trouble; and the trucker who delivered death with his cargo. Thudding away
behind these grisly crime sprees is the story of the interstates̶how they were sold, how
they were built, how they reshaped the nation̶and how we came to equate them with
violence. Through the stories of highway killers, we see how the killer on the road, like
the train robber, the gangster, and the mobster, entered the cast of American outlaws, and
how the freeway̶conceived as a road to utopia̶came to be feared as a highway to hell.
Strand . . . Explores the connection between America s sprawling highway system and
the pathology of the murderers who have made them a killing ground. . . . The grim stories of
murder on the highway may do for road trips what Jaws did for surfing. An interesting
detour into a true-crime niche. ―Kirkus Reviews Strand s cross-threaded tales of
drifters, stranded motorists, and madmen got its hooks into me. Reading Ms. Strand s
thoughtful book is like driving a Nash Rambler after midnight on a highway to hell.
̶Dwight Garner, The New York Times A titillating, clever volume that mixes the sweeping
sociological assertions of an urban-studies textbook with the chilling gore of true-crime
stories. ̶Bookforum Ginger Strand is in possession of a sharp eye, a biting wit, a
beguiling sense of fun̶and a magnificent obsession. ̶Bloomberg
'Randy was one of the kindest men I ever knew. If he had something and someone needed it,
he'd give it to them. So far as I know, he didn't have any special hobby, unless it was helping
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other people. He made me feel like I was somebody, and the biggest majority of men
seemed to want to make me feel so much lower than them, and all they wanted was to take
me to bed. In five months, Randy and I never really had sex. He was a true gentleman.' said a
former girlfriend of Randy Kraft who was very lucky to have gotten out of it alive. On the
outside Randy Kraft was a normal fellow, a successful computer programmer and part time
bartender operating in sunny Southern California. On the inside Kraft was a lethal sexual
sadist that may have committed at least as many as fifty or sixty murders. His victims were all
male, mostly homosexuals, who Kraft would torture and mutilate, sometimes while his
victim was still alive. Apparently Kraft had a great deal of problems coming to grips with his
own homosexuality, to say the least. What was the driving force behind his killings? Author
Brian Lee Tucker, once again, delves into the 'behind the scenes' aspect of the story, using
information from documented interviews, taped confessions, newspaper coverage,
magazine articles, and court transcripts, provides an in depth, behind the scenes look into
the life and mind of 'the Scorecard Killer, ' a man so cruel, sadistic, and remorseless, that
upon his arrest, investigators discovered a coded list depicting cryptic references to his
victims, 'scoring them' on their sexual performance before killing them.
Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy, The Hillside Strangler . . . serial murderers are
the most horrific of all criminals. Kate Kray, whose marriage to gangster Ronnie Kray offered
her access to a gruesome underworld few would dare to enter, peers into the minds of the
worst killers to reveal the awful truth of their abominable acts. The extreme nature of their
violence and their shocking lack of remorse makes for uncomfortable yet fascinating
reading. From obsessive sexual predators and extreme sadists to cannibals and head
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hunters, each type of psychopath is examined, their crimes told with grim frankness. Kate's
connections allow her to ask uncomfortable questions few would dare to ask such men.
Offering extraordinary insight into the motivations of violent perpetrators often portrayed as
monsters, this book begs the question of whether such individuals can themselves be
viewed as victims of a troubled past, or merely as exponents of pure evil.
The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper
The Misbegotten Son
My Life Among the Serial Killers
The True Story of the Shoe Fetish Slayer: Historical Serial Killers and Murderers
The John Wayne Gacy Murders
The Deadly Dozen
Killer on the Road
America's 12 Worst Serial Killers

In 1985, Charles Ng and Leonard Lake were spotted shoplifting. Ng
escaped, but Lake's capture led police to a concrete bunker in the
Sierra Nevada foothills, where they discovered the grisly evidence of
an orgy of sex crimes, torture and murder that claimed at least
sixteen victims. Lake committed suicide: Ng fled to Canada, where
he was tracked down and extradited to California. This 14-year, $10
million legal case was the costliest and longest criminal prosecution
in California history.
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Two-Faced Russian Monster: The True Story Of Andrei Chikatilo He
was more than just a cold blooded killer; through intimacy issues
and sexual desire, Andrei sexually assaulted and mutilated his
victims. It was not uncommon to find victims with their eyes stabbed
or gouged out. He even took to removing and sometimes eating his
victim's sexual organs. To describe him as a monster barely seems to
do him justice. Download your E book "Two-Faced Russian Monster:
The True Story Of Andrei Chikatilo" by scrolling up and clicking
"Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
Foot fetishes have been around ever since Victorian men longed for
a glimpse of a pretty woman's ankle, but American serial killer
Jerome Henry Brudos took his fetish for feet to a macabre new level.
Ever since he discovered his first pair of heels at the neighborhood
dump when he was five years old, those peep-toed black patent
leather pumps aroused something sinister, especially after his
abusive, razor-edged mother found them and burned his coveted
shoes to a crisp while forcing him watched. What began as furtive
clothesline thefts of ladies panties' and bras eventually evolved into
a dark fantasyland that would require a human model to display his
silky, sexy finds. Those models, of course, would never come out of
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their sessions alive. It wouldn't take long until freckled, red-headed,
flabby Jerry Brudos, now a husband and father of two, would find
himself unable to control his desire to turn live women into human
dolls, and a pretty girl selling encyclopedias door to door would
become his first murder victim. From her, after snapping numerous
photographs as he dressed and undressed her, he took his first
trophy, a severed left foot, amputated while his victim was still alive.
After disposing of her body, he delighted in slipping that foot into
shoes from his collection, until it decomposed too much to bring
him pleasure. Among true crime stories, the twisted tale of Jerry
Brudos is especially terrifying, because he later laughed in
interviews about the girls he strangled and raped after they were
dead, and felt no remorse over taking souvenirs including crime
scene photographs and several severed breasts. While Brudos was
not as prolific as some American serial killers, His story goes down
as one of the most bizarre in Oregon history, and will be a satisfying
read for true crime addicts who enjoy not only the underbelly of
murder, but how far detectives will go to catch a killer.
Little Artie Shawcross bullied classmates, insulted teachers, started
fires, tortured animals, and roved the woods of New York's
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hardscrabble North Country with imaginary friends, talking in a
high squawk. He also scored top grades, excelled in sports and
shared his money and toys with the children who ridiculed him.
From the second grade on, he was subjected to psychiatric
examination, regularly confounding the experts. Years later, while
serving in Vietnam, Arthur John Shawcross wrote bloodcurdling
letters about his battlefield ordeals, then returned to Watertown to
commit a string of arsons and burglaries. He served two years in
prison, was paroled to his respectable parents - and murdered a boy
and a girl. Back in the penitentiary, he proved as enigmatic as ever.
Some counselors saw him as a Frankenstein monster, beyond hope,
irredeemable. To others he was a troubled young man who could be
saved. No two psychiatrists seemed to agree. Shawcross served
fifteen years, then conned a parole board into an early release. He
settled in Binghamton, but angry citizens learned of his bloody
history and ran him out of town. After two smaller communities
turned him away, desperate parole authorities finally smuggled the
child-killer into Rochester in the dead of night - neglecting to alert
the local police. Soon the corpses started turning up, locked in
winter ice, covered by reeds in swamps, floating in streams. The
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homicidal pedophile had changed his M.O., this time murdering
diminutive women. As the body count grew, Rochester streets
swarmed with police, and still the serial killer managed to snare his
tenth victim, then his eleventh. Amazon.com Accounts of more
famous serial killers like Ted Bundy or Jeffrey Dahmer may have
ghoulish entertainment value, but I agree with writer Darcy O'Brien
that this meticulously factual study of child sex-murderer Arthur
Shawcross "comes closer to capturing the psychology of a serial
killer than anything else I've ever read." The strength of this book
(semi-finalist for a 1994 Edgar Award) comes first from the quality
of the materials--including first-person interviews with the killer's
wives, girlfriends, co-workers, police officers, therapists, and even a
prostitute who "played dead" for Shawcross--and second, from
Olsen's ability to weave the information into a highly readable story
that reveals, above all, the ineffectiveness of our system of
rehabilitation and parole. From Publishers Weekly An experienced
and skilled writer, Olsen ( Predator ) proves himself equal to the
formidable task of studying serial killer Arthur Shawcross. Born in
1945 in upstate New York, Shawcross was perceived as different
even in childhood (his classmates dubbed him "Oddie," and
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elementary school officials called for mental health evaluations). In
the early '70s he murdered two children and was sentenced to up to
25 years in prison; he served less than 15 years before he was
paroled in 1987. He was difficult to place--townspeople drove him
out as soon as his past became known. After three such episodes,
parole officials sent him surreptitiously to Rochester, N.Y., where he
killed at least 11 prostitutes. He was arrested in 1990 and eventually
sentenced to 250 years in prison. During the trial, he claimed that
he had been physically and sexually abused by his mother (untrue,
the authorities concluded) and that he had committed horrible
atrocities in Vietnam (probably untrue). He did not fit the classic
pattern of the sociopath, nor did he seem either schizophrenic or
paranoid. It remained for psychiatrist Richard Kraus to hypothesize
that physiology was the basis for Shawcross's behavior--he
diagnosed Shawcross as suffering from a metabolic ailment known
as pyroluria and an abnormal genetic constitution. Told by Olsen
with contributions from others affected by Shawcross's crimes, the
story is a triumph of true-crime writing.
The Story of the Woman who Kept Los Angeles' Serial Killers Alive
Jerry Brudos
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The Life of Serial Killer Randy Steven Kraft
The True Story of the Racist Killer: Historical Serial Killers and
Murderers
The Darker Side of Evil
The True Story of the Freeway Killer: Historical Serial Killers and
Murderers
The Big Book of Serial Killers
True Stories of 20 Killers and Their 1000 Victims

DECAPITATION. DEATH. DESTRUCTION. A deadly game of depravity and destruction
including two decapitations. Three key players. Two of those players dead. Only one
remains. In Los Angeles, California, a series of murders occurred during the Summer of
1980 which left an indelible mark on countless individuals. This string of brutal and bloody
crimes would make the already famous Sunset Boulevard AKA The Sunset Strip infamous
and a place forever synonymous with the word EVIL. This true story blends statements to
law enforcement and trial testimony with personal accounts from those who experienced the
events first-hand. The psychology behind these violent crimes is explored, along with a look
at the psychological state and the possible motives of the individuals. DOUG CLARKConvicted of 6 murders CAROL BUNDY- Convicted of 2 murders including JACK
MURRAY'sJACK MURRAY- Murder victim (as well as the murderer?) The story
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surrounding these three lethal lovers has made it a favorite of the media, which relishes in its
shock value. The overweight nurse with thick glasses, who should have nurtured lives rather
than take them, who stunned police when she gloated, "It's fun to kill." Two lotharios with a
penchant for wearing women's undergarments and sadomasochism. They fed off each
others' twisted desires and savagery. Fantasies gave way to nightmares, and anyone
unfortunate enough to cross their path became a potential victim. Intense California heat
bathed Sunset Boulevard with the stench of garbage and fear-- a smell that emanated
relentlessly. It was the smell made by Death stalking the street in the form of The Sunset Strip
Slayers. Get your copy today to explore the shocking reality that came from their dark
fantasies.
When Chris Bryson was discovered nude and severely beaten stumbling down Charlotte
Street in Kansas City in 1988, Police had no idea they were about to discover the den of one
of the most sadistic American serial killers in recent history. This is the true historical story
of Robert Berdella, nicknamed by the media the Kansas City Butcher, who from between
1984 and 1988 brutally raped, tortured and ultimately dismembered 6 young male
prostitutes in his unassuming home on a quiet street in Kansas City. Based on the actual 720
page detailed confession provided by Berdella to investigators, it represents one of the most
gruesome true crime stories of all time and is unique in the fact that it details each grizzly
murder as told by the killer himself. From how he captured each man, to the terrifying
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methods he used in his torture chamber, to ultimately how he disposed of their corpses rarely has there ever been a case where a convicted serial killer confessed to police in his
own words his crimes in such disturbing detail. Horrific, shocking and rarely equaled in the
realms of sadistic torture - Berdella was a sexually driven lust killer and one of the most
sadistic sex criminals ever captured. Not for the faint of heart, this is the tale of Robert
"Bob" Berdella, the worst serial killer in Kansas City History and for those that are fans of
historical serial killers, is a true must read.
Miscast in the media for nearly 130 years, the victims of Jack the Ripper finally get their full
stories told in this eye-opening and chilling reminder that life for middle-class women in
Victorian London could be full of social pitfalls and peril.
The story of the abduction, beating, and rape of a teenage boy, followed by the unsolved
brutal murder of his assailant, is now a moving novel written by the man who survived this
vicious attack.
Patrick Kearney
Deadly Mistress
The World's 20 Worst Crimes
I've Been Watching You
The Who, What, Where, How, and Why of the World's Most Terrifying Murderers
Doing Time
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20 Shocking True Crime Cases of Women Who Kill
William Heirens the True Story of the Lipstick Killer
The classic New York Times bestselling story of heroism and
sacrifice--by the author of Flags of Our Fathers, The
Imperial Cruise, and The China Mirage. This acclaimed
bestseller brilliantly illuminates a hidden piece of World
War II history as it tells the harrowing true story of nine
American airmen shot down in the Pacific. One of them,
George H. W. Bush, was miraculously rescued. What happened
to the other eight remained a secret for almost 60 years.
After the war, the American and Japanese governments
conspired to cover up the shocking truth, and not even the
families of the airmen were informed of what happened to
their sons. Their fate remained a mystery--until now.
FLYBOYS is a tale of courage and daring, of war and death,
of men and hope. It will make you proud and it will break
your heart.
Like Forrest Gump, Jim Munro grew up with multiple physical
and mental handicaps to overcome. Unlike Gump, who was a
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likable movie hero and was liked in real life, Jim Munro was
never liked - not by his American parents who adopted him
from a German orphanage and then discarded him, nor by those
who knew about his lifestyle and association with Bill
Bonin, California's Freeway Killer. To unravel Jim Munro for
this book, it was necessary to include graphic descriptions
of his activities and behaviors, including when he was in
the wrong place at the wrong time with Bill Bonin and the
body of one of Bonin's many young male victims. That mistake
resulted in almost 40 years in prison at this writing,
despite that he never killed or injured anyone. Accomplice
or victim or both? You be the judge.
Over the course of twenty-five years, Dr. Helen Morrison has
profiled more than eighty serial killers around the world.
What she learned about them will shatter every assumption
you've ever had about the most notorious criminals known to
man.Judging by appearances, Dr. Helen Morrison has an
ordinary life in the suburbs of a major city. She has a
physician husband, two children, and a thriving psychiatric
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clinic. But her life is much more than that. She is one of
the country's leading experts on serial killers, and has
spent as many as four hundred hours alone in a room with
depraved murderers, digging deep into killers' psyches in
ways no profiler before ever has. In My Life Among the
Serial Killers, Dr. Morrison relates how she profiled the
Mad Biter, Richard Otto Macek, who chewed on his victims'
body parts, stalked Dr. Morrison, then believed she was his
wife. She did the last interview with Ed Gein, who was the
inspiration for Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho. John Wayne Gacy,
the clown-obsessed killer of young men, sent her crazed
Christmas cards and gave her his paintings as presents. Then
there was Atlanta child killer Wayne Williams; rapist turned
murderer Bobby Joe Long; England's Fred and Rosemary West,
who killed girls and women in their "House of Horrors"; and
Brazil's deadliest killer of children, Marcelo Costa de
Andrade. Dr. Morrison has received hundreds of letters from
killers, read their diaries and journals, evaluated crime
scenes, testified at their trials, and studied photos of the
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gruesome carnage. She has interviewed the families of the
victims -- and the spouses and parents of the killers -- to
gain a deeper understanding of the killer's environment and
the public persona he adopts. She has also studied serial
killers throughout history and shows how this is not a
recent phenomenon with psychological autopsies of the
fifteenth-century French war hero Gilles de Rais, the
sixteenth-century Hungarian Countess Bathory, H. H. Holmes
of the late ninteenth century, and Albert Fish of the
Roaring Twenties. Through it all, Dr. Morrison has been on a
mission to discover the reasons why serial killers are
compelled to murder, how they choose their victims, and what
we can do to prevent their crimes in the future. Her
provocative conclusions will stun you.
William Bonin: This burning desire that had crawled inside
his skull since an early age. His mother had cried when she
had seen all the bodies of the dead neighborhood pets. It
had not bothered him. For what was the flesh for, other than
to bleed? Society would call him a monster, he would call
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himself a god. He knew no man made bounds. He ruled his life
as the master predator. All humans were underneath him.
People were like sheep. Easily manipulated and slaughtered.
He was the hunter patrolling the crowds. He was the one who
wore the mask hiding the evil underneath. Under his facade
of a nice man, lived the demon. These despicable deeds he
loved. These despicable deeds he craved. His hunger grew
each day and each night. He needed this, he had to have
this. This moment of bliss. This moment of pure nirvana. The
sheep needed their master and he intended to deliver. This
is his story.
The Freeway Killer
True Crime Trivia and Disturbingly Delicious Last Meals from
Death Row's Most Infamous Killers and Murderers
The True Story of Randy Kraft and the Most Heinous Murder
Spree
The South Louisiana Serial Killer
The William Bonin Story
A True Story of Courage
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Without Remorse
William Bonin And Alexander Pichushkin
In the early 1940s, the city of Chicago was in the midst of
a one man crime wave. But this crime wave was unlike any
other in Chicago history. It was not perpetrated by a
seasoned gangster like Al Capone or sophisticated serial
killer like John Wayne Gacy: the offender in question was an
unassuming teenager named William George Heirens. Before
Heirens' crime spree was over, he burglarized over 300
hundred homes and murdered three innocent people. In this
true crime murder book you will learn the details of
Heirens' rampage through the city of Chicago and what drove
him to become one of the most disturbed psychopaths and
sociopaths in the annals of all true crime stories. At first
glance, as an American serial killer, Heirens may not appear
as formidable as others since he only claimed three victims.
He was also much younger the average serial killer and was a
nice looking young man when he was arrested. But the truly
frightening aspect of Heirens' story is how a seemingly
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normal child, with a stable home, can evolve into a petty
criminal and eventually to the status of serial killer. A
close examination of Heirens' life will reveal that beneath
the facade of normalcy lurked a vicious killer waiting to be
unleashed on the hapless citizens of Chicago. This book will
at times shock and disturb you, but you will not be able to
put it down once you read the first page! Truly, you will
see a youth who was well on his way to becoming a killer at
an early age. So sit back and prepare to enter the mind of a
truly disturbed youth as you read this unique Chicago serial
killer's biography."
The Shocking True Crime Stories of the 12 Worst Serial
Killers in American History David Berkowitz: Known as the
"Son of Sam," Berkowitz was a deeply disturbed young man who
prowled the streets of New York dispensing death with his
.44 caliber revolver. William Bonin: One of a trio of deadly
psychopaths who trawled the freeways of Southern California
during the late 70's and early 80's. Bonin was a depraved
child killer who abducted, raped and tortured more than 20
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teenaged boys. The Boston Strangler: Albert De Salvo took
the fall but most experts agree that he was not the
Strangler. So who was the real killer? And how did he get
away with the series of brutal murders that so terrified the
citizens of Boston? Ted Bundy: Charming, intelligent and
lethal, Bundy is America's most notorious serial killer, a
deadly fiend who cut a swathe of destruction across the
country, raping, killing and committing necrophilia on his
young victims. Dean Corll: Along with two willing teenaged
accomplices, Corll orchestrated what was at the time the
biggest murder spree in American history, raping torturing
and killing at least 25 young boys. Jeffrey Dahmer:
Hideously depraved killer who preyed on young homosexual men
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, cannibalizing them and conducting
bizarre experiments on their bodies. Albert Fish: He looked
like a frail old man, but Albert Fish was actually a
psychotic child killer and torturer, with a taste for human
flesh. John Wayne Gacy: Cold-hearted killer who raped,
tortured and strangled at least 33 young men, burying their
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bodies in the crawlspace of his Chicago house. Randy Kraft:
The least well known of California's three "Freeway
Killers." And yet Kraft was both the most prolific and the
most depraved, responsible for the torture killings of as
many as 67 young men. Dennis Rader: Known as the "BTK
Killer" (after his M.O.: Bind, Torture, Kill) Radar held the
citizens of Wichita, Kansas in a state of fear for over 30
years, during which time he claimed 10 known victims.
Richard Ramirez: A satanic burglar who went by the
terrifying sobriquet, "The Night Stalker," Ramirez raped,
battered, shot and stabbed his victims during a bloody reign
of terror in 1980's Los Angeles. Gary Ridgeway: As the
horrific "Green River Killer," Ridgeway engaged the
Washington police in a deadly game of cat and mouse,
claiming more that 60 victims over two decades. Scroll up to
grab a copy of The Deadly Dozen: America's 12 Worst Serial
Killers
Randy Kraft was highly intelligent, politically active,
loyal to his friends, committed to his work--and the killer
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of 67 people--more than any other serial killer known. This
book offers a glimpse into the dark mind of a living
monster. "To open this book is to open a peephole into
hell".--Associated Press. Photographs.
20 Shocking True Crime Cases of Women Who Kill, including;
Brittany Norwood: Two women are savagely attacked in an
apparent robbery at their workplace. One of them is dead.
The other knows more than she's saying. Penny Boudreau:
Penny was having a problem with her boisterous pre-teen
daughter. Her solution was simple. Obey me or die. Angela
Murray: A high class hooker and an elderly Holocaust
survivor are the key players in this squalid tale of lust
and greed and murder. Robin O'Neill: A perpetually irritable
divorcee softens her stance when love enters her life. Now
that love is gone and her belligerent attitude is
back...with a vengeance. Ineta Dzinguviene: Ineta's husband
had made it clear that he did not want another child. That
put the devoted mother of three in a spot. She was pregnant.
Brookey Lee West: A foul stench seeped out from the storage
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unit, causing the manager to call the cops. What they found
inside was beyond horrific. Michelle Burgess: First she
seduced her husband's boss. Then she set her sights on
becoming his wife. Their respective spouses were in the way.
Michelle had a plan for that. Jennifer Hyatte: Prison nurse
Jennifer has fallen for one of the inmates. She has a plan
to bust him out. There may be shooting involved. Plus 12
more horrific true murder cases. Scroll up to grab a copy of
Deadly Women Volume 12. Book Series by Robert Keller Most of
my works cover serial killers, while the "Murder Most Vile"
series covers individual true crime stories. These are the
main collections; American Monsters 50 American Serial
Killers You've Probably Never Heard Of Murder Most Vile
Human Monsters British Monsters Australian Monsters Canadian
Monsters German Monsters Cannibal Killers Plus various other
standalone books, including the The Deadly Dozen, which is
available as a free download on Amazon, and Serial Killers
Unsolved, which you can get for free when signing up to my
mailing list. Robert Keller's True Crime eBook Categories:
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Serial Killers True Crime Serial Killer Biographies Murder
and Mayhem True Murder Cases Serial Killer Case Files True
Crime Short Stories
The Scorecard Killer
The Night Stalker
Serial Killer Stories Volume 5
Doug Clark and Carol Bundy
James Munro
Men in My Town
And the Freeway Killers
Angel of Darkness
In the 1970s and early '80s, southern California was shocked when dead boys
began turning up with disturbing regularity alongside some of the picturesque
state's most heavily traveled freeways. Victims of sadistic torture, the dead boys
and young men had been raped and strangled, and their untimely deaths were
eventually attributed to the Freeway Killer, an elusive psychopath whose trail of
death would go down in California history as one of the worst true crime stories in
the country. While the Freeway Killer ultimately turned out to be three different
men, one of them was truck driver William Bonin, one of the most prolific and
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sadistic among American serial killers. Bonin usually preferred to work with an
accomplice, and the lust killer and his cronies brutally raped and tortured his
victims - Bonin loved the sounds of their screams - before strangling them and
dumping them on the side of the road like garbage. Bonin confessed to
committing 21 murders in the span of just a year, although many experts believe
he was responsible for the deaths of many more missing young men. He was
executed in 1996, and in this detailed serial killer biography, you'll learn the
background that might offer some understanding of what makes a man go off the
rails and become a deranged lust killer. Of course, spine-tingling story of a man
whose youngest victim was a 12-year-old who was waiting for a bus to take him
to Disneyland might be one that causes you to sleep with the lights on for weeks
after turning the final gruesome page.
LOVE GONE BAD. MURDER GONE WRONG. West Coast doctor Kenneth Stahl
would do anything to free himself from his wife Carolyn. Then Adriana
Vasco—Kenneth's former receptionist and mistress of nine years—obliged by
introducing him to ex-con Dennis Earl Godley. The deal was set. Godley would
murder Carolyn for thirty-thousand dollars. On the day after her 44th birthday, the
trusting victim was lured to a lonely stretch of road. The deadly rendezvous took
a shocking turn. Not only was Carolyn gunned down with a .357 Magnum, but
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Kenneth would also be killed. The hit man's getaway driver was the other woman,
Adriana Vasco. In a sensational trial, a tangled web of lies, sex, and betrayal
unfolded as Adriana and Dennis turned against each other...and Michael
Fleeman tells the whole shocking story in his true crime book Deadly Mistress.
The “chilling” story of America's most notorious serial killer by the man who
helped catch him—now updated with the latest DNA findings (Nashville Banner).
He was a model citizen. A hospital volunteer. And one of the most sadistic serial
killers of all time. But few people could see the cruel monster beneath the colorful
clown makeup that John Gacy wore to entertain children in his Chicago suburb.
Few could imagine what lay buried beneath his house of horrors—until a teenaged
boy disappeared before Christmas in 1978, leading prosecutor Terry Sullivan on
the greatest manhunt of his career. Reconstructing the investigation—from
records of violence in Gacy's past, to the gruesome discovery of twenty-nine
corpses of abused boys in Gacy's crawlspace and four others found in the
nearby river—Sullivan's shocking eyewitness account takes you where few true
crime books ever go: inside the heart of a serial murder investigation and trial.
This updated edition features new revelations that have emerged using DNA
evidence to confirm the identities of additional victims—and sixteen pages of
dramatic photos. “An unnerving true crime story of murder, terror, and justice.”
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—Dallas Morning News “As with a good mystery story, to the very end of Killer
Clown we find ourselves still rooting for good to triumph over evil, yet fearing that
the dice may be loaded the other way.” —Chicago Tribune “Gripping study . . . for
true crime addicts” —Publishers Weekly “You will learn more in this book about
the daily activities of a police department than you will from any number of Ed
McBain novels or episodes of Hill Street Blues.” —The Charleston News &
Courier
The Darker Side of Evil debunks the popular myth that all serial killers are White.
Quite to the contrary, a great many of the most prolific serial killers in American
history are Black. Taking advantage of America's infatuation with murder,
Hollywood has reaped untold millions from their constant portrayal of the
Caucasian serial murderer. All the while media outlets refuse to acknowledge the
existence of the African-American serial killer. The unwillingness of the media to
recognize the existence of these predators not only allow them to hide in plain
sight but may have cost many innocent victims their lives as a result.
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